Medical image visualization is an important field of scientific computing visualization. Three-dimensional segmentation plays a very important role in three-dimensional reconstruction of human tissues and region of interest. In order to observe the information of human internal tissues better and provide reliable basis for clinical diagnosis, pathological analysis and treatment, it is indispensable to do cutting on volume data. Virtual cutting is usually carried out with the user's interactive operations after threedimensional reconstruction. This paper does research on the algorithms of cutting volume data, and proposes a series of solutions including plane cutting, bounding box cutting, ball cutting and contour surface cutting. Experiment results indicate that the algorithms are practical and efficient, which can reach favorable virtual cutting effect. By this meaning, doctors can know the internal information of volume data more clearly. Meanwhile, the amount of computation reduced.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of medical imaging, medical imaging technologies such as CT and MRI have become important means of modern medical clinics, while scientific visualization technology provides more help for doctors in the application of precise diagnosis and treat, operation plan, and virtual operation [1, 2] . Virtual cutting is an important interactive operation in the course of
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Data Interactive Cutting three-dimensional visualization and plays an increasingly important role in medical aided diagnosis and treatment [3] . After three-dimensional reconstruction of medical image, many important regions doctors are interested in, such as organ lesions and surrounding tissues, are within volume data, so that it only can be observed after resecting external structures. At present, plenty of image segmentation algorithms have been proposed [4∼8] , but these algorithms are difficult to achieve real-time interactive operation and difficult to do discretionary resecting in accordance with doctors' wish. Cutting operation of medical volume data can meet the data-processing efficiency and interactive performance that the doctors required, and provide more reliable data for clinic diagnosis, pathological analysis and treatment. Therefore, it gets more and more concern. This paper provides certain insight into the interactive virtual cutting of medical volume data. A set of practical virtual cutting algorithm is proposed on the basis of medical imaging visualization, which can retain the part of volume data doctors are interested in and be used for better quantitative and qualitative analysis.
VOLUME DATA DEFINITION
Usually, a biopsy sequence for a part of the body is obtained from CT, MRI and other medical imaging equipments. To achieve three-dimensional cutting, we must first set these slices into three-dimensional data. Suppose there are n piece of slices in the sequence, the resolution at the direction of x-axis and y-axis are I and J separately in each slice (Usually I = J). Sz (x, y) expresses the zth slice, 0 ≤ x ≤ I − 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ J − 1, 0 ≤ z ≤ N − 1. By heaping up the slice sequence in the z-axis direction, the three-dimensional data structure can be formed.
To the construction of three-dimensional data structures of slice sequence, it is necessary to know the image number, the distance of adjacent pixels in the image, the location of Z-axis. Such information has been recorded in a DICOM document. Table 1 shows the three-dimensional reconstruction information of the DICOM document.
Through anatomizing the image documents in the series, meta information can be obtained, which can be used for the construction of three-dimensional volume data. As shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 , the DICOM document is No. 98 image in No. 7 series for patient. Through the meta information of serial images, the distance between adjacent pixels and the position of every slice image can be obtained. We acquired the three-dimensional volume data is: 0.390625; 0.390625; 2.799999. So, each pixel area in these images is 0.390625 × 0.390625 mm2, and the distance between adjacent slice images is 2.799999 mm. The constructed volume data model is shown as follows.
The data structure is a three-dimensional grid structure, V(x, y, z) on behalf of the gray value of the voxel (x, y, z). (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) shows the distance of voxel in the X-axis,Y-axis and Z-axis directions. As shown in Figure 1 , the size of every voxel in volume data is 0.390625 × 0.390625 × 2.799999 mm3.
VOLUME DATA VISUALIZATION TECHNOLOGY
Scientific computing visualization is to study how to convert scientific data into visualized data, which can help scientists understand information calculation. Medical image visualization is an important application of scientific computing visualization technology in the medical field, which is well used for clinical application. The required data of three-dimensional medical image visualization is a series of faults Image Sequences produced by imaging equipments, such as CT, MRI. After discrete the sequence data, three-dimensional structure of the data field can be generated. Through three-dimensional data field visualization technology, three-dimensional object model can be reconstructed, and the visual image that accurately reflect the organizations of the human body can be created, which will take full advantage of the characteristics in the human visual system to display the three-dimensional shape of human tissues for better quantitative and qualitative analysis. From the 80s, many visualization methods for three-dimensional reconstruction have been proposed and applied to the field of medical imaging successfully. Three-dimensional visualization technology in general can be divided into: Surface Rendering(Indirect Volume Rendering, IVR) and Volume Rendering(Direct Volume Rendering, DVR) [9] . Surface Rendering constructs the intermediate geometric graphic element(usually triangular surfaces) in the three-dimensional data field firstly, then realizes the graphic rendering using the technologies of computer graphics. Volume Rendering makes a direct transform from the discrete data to three-dimensional image and doesn't generate the intermediate geometric graphic element, whose essence is volume data resampling and image synthesis. Surface Rendering abandons the inner information of object and can only provide the surface or edge contour information, however, Volume Rendering can display the true inner shape of human tissues. Figure 2 shows the workflow of Volume Rendering.
As shown in Figure 2 , the function of transfer function in mapping jis to setup the optical characteristics mapping style of voxels in medical volume data, including color, opacity coefficient, radiancy and relevant optical model parameters. Because color and opacity coefficient run through the whole process of volume rendering, and have great influence on the rendering effect. Therefore, the design of high performance transfer function is a key step of volume rendering algorithm.
RCA(Ray Casting Algorithm) is a classical algorithm of volume rendering [10] . It casts parallel rays from each pixel on the screen according to the direction of view throughout the 3D volume data. The sampling points are chosen by the same step along the rays, and the color intensity and opacity of the sampling pixel is determined by the eight pixels which are the nearest to it using tri-linear interpolation. Finally, image is generated on the screen which pixels are fitted from the sampling points in that rays by the forward to back order or reverse. In this paper, RCA was used to render the cutting volume data.
In this paper, the experimental data are CT image sequences, which were acquired from the First Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University. The number
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Research and Realization of Medical Volume Data Interactive Cutting of images about human head with DICOM 3.0 standard is 120, and image resolution is 512*512. The hardware environment in the experiment is as follows: CPU:P(R) 4 2.8GHz; Memory:512M; Video Card:128M; Operation System: Windows XP; Development Environment: Visual C++ 6.0. In the 3D rendering module, open source toolkit VTK is used in the system. The volume rendering effect is shown in Figure 3 . RCA is a discrete method of volume data rendering, and also a most commonly used volume rendering technology. As shown in the above figure, RCA can produced the high quality rendering output.
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INTERACTIVE CUTTING ALGORITHM
In order to observe the internal information of volume data, volume data cutting is indispensable. The principle of virtual cutting is defined as follows. The voxels of volume data will be rendered if they are in the region. On the contrary, the voxels are regard as null. The region for cutting can be closed or not. When using a plane surface to cut volume data, the region is not closed, but it is closed when using a cube. The difficult problem of volume data cutting is to define a suitable region in the three-dimensional space. In this paper, four virtual cutting algorithms are proposed after the fully study of the characteristics of data, including plane cutting algorithm, bounding box cutting algorithm, ball cutting algorithm and contour surface cutting algorithm.
Plane Cutting Algorithm
If the plane defined in three dimensional space intersects with the volume data, rendering processing on the volume data is only done on one side of the plane. The slice images can also be gotten by using two parallel plane to cut volume data.
Suppose plane equation in the three-dimensional space is A × x + B × y + C × z + D = 0(x, y, z are the coordinates of volume data). When A × x + B × y + C × z + D > 0, the volume point (x, y, z) will be rendered, and when A × x + B × y + C × z + D ≤ 0, the volume point (x, y, z) is set null.
As known by the point determine polynome equation of plane, as long as one volume point P(x0, y0, z0) and normal vector of a plane n = {a1,a2,a3} are determined, the equation of the plane is a1(x−x0) + a2(y−y0) + a3(z−z0) = 0. Therefore, if using a plane to cut the volume data, we only need to identify the normal vector of the plane and a point on the plane [11] .
(1) Normal vector definition In the three-dimensional space, unit normal vector of arbitrary plane can be identified by α, β, γ, which are angles between the three coordinate axis and the plane, such that 0 ≤ α ≤ π, 0 ≤ β ≤ π, 0 ≤ γ ≤ π as shown in Figure 4 below.
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Here cos α, cos β, cos γ is called direction cosine of point O to point P and their values can be calculated by the following formula. The direction cosines meet the following equation.
Therefore, normal vector will be determined as long as any two angle values and the third angle's quadrant are given.
(2) Choice of slice plane point Suppose P is one point in the slice plane. In order to reduce computational complexity, point P is initialized to be the center of volume data 0(M/2, N/2, K/2), Where M, N and K indicate respectively the number of sampling points along X, Y and Z. The principle is shown as the following. 
Suppose
Step is the moving distance along normal vector n, Step can be negative and positive. When
Step is negative, it means Step's direction is opposite to normal vector n. The P′(x′, y′, z′ ) expresses the corresponding point to P(x, y, z) after the slice moves, and the coordinate relation between P' and P is as follows.
(6) Figure 6 is the experimental results of plane cutting algorithm.
Bounding Box Cutting Algorithm
Bounding box cutting limits the volume data in a rectangular bounding box, which is the smallest rectangular of the effective part of the volume data. Then Step y n Figure 5 . Diagram of plane cutting algorithm. Figure 6 . The effect of plane cutting algorithm.
in accordance with the bounding box, some effectively cutting is done to reduce the size of the data field. Suppose the spatial coordinates of image is OXYZ, the object space coordinates is OUVW. Traversaling the volume data to determine the minimum bounding box, the length, width and height is respectively as the following.
Where ∆x, ∆y, ∆z are respectively the interval steps along the three coordinate axis. If voxel point is outside the bounding box, voxel is set null.
When rendering the volume data, volume data must be transformed from the space coordinates to image coordinates, and this procedure is called volume data transformation. In order to reduce unnecessary voxel transformation, we only project minimum bounding box to the imaging plane, only consider the projection light from bounding box, and ensure that every projection light intersects with volume data. Figure 7 is the experimental results of bounding box cutting algorithm. Figure 7 shows the effect of bounding box cutting for the volume data. Bounding box cutting may be regarded that use parallel planes to cut the volume data, and volume data is cut to 27 parts. The user can select arbitrary several parts of 27 parts to display. As shown in figure 7(b), 7 parts have been shown.
Ball Cutting Algorithm
With the continuous development of three-dimensional medical image reconstruction technology, virtual surgery gradually becomes a hot research. Virtual surgery use computer to simulate the surgical operation, which is a new technology combining medicine and information science in recent years. Virtual surgery uses three-dimensional model to simulate the arbitrary cutting on human tissues and organs. Traditional approach of "a clean cut" is not suitable for simulating the operation, so a number of complex graphics cutting method are demanded. Briefly, the arbitrary space surface or a graphic of closed region all can be used for virtual cutting operation. In this paper, ball cutting algorithm is proposed.
In the process of ball cutting, the user must determine a point in the threedimensional space as spherical center firstly, and then set a length value as the spherical radius. When rendering the three-dimensional objective, different treatments are done by judging whether the volex is located in the internal sphere. Figure 8 is the experimental results of ball cutting algorithm.
Similar with ball cutting, space surface can be used for volume data cutting. The key point of this method is that it requires the user to make choice several vertices to generate the quadratic surface. Further research about this method are expected.
Contour Surface Cutting Algorithm
Surface Rendering sets the iso-surface threshold value for volume data according to certain rules, and extracts a series of surface from volume data based on the threshold value. Then, fit approximately using polygon. At last, render and display using computer graphics algorithms. In this paper, use the
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Research and Realization of Medical Volume Data Interactive Cutting contour surface generated from surface rendering to cut the volume data. Surface rendering can generate a contour surface. Though it isn't a closed surface, the projection in the XOY is a closed contour line. The contour surface produced by surface rendering is irregular, so we cannot judge if the voxel located in the contour area by mathematical formula. Therefore, the contour surface cutting algorithm is designed as follows: traversal every voxel, transmit four rays from the corresponding space coordinate towards X and Y coordinate. If the four rays all intersected with the surface produced by the surface rendering, the voxel located in the inner part of contour surface. Otherwise, the voxel is set null. The realization effect of the algorithm is shown in Figure 10 .
The computational cost of the algorithm using contour surface is fairly big. As shown in Figure 10 , the image resolution is 512 × 512 × 127 and there is 33292288 voxels in total. The quantity of triangular surfaces is 85932. Every voxel will be judged if located in the inner part of the contour surface. Though using the acceleration methods including voxel resampling and triangular surfaces reduction method, it still cost several minutes to get the result data as shown in Figure 10 . Therefore, the algorithm is necessary to be improved. Contour extraction Figure 9 . The workflow of surface rendering.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a set of interactive virtual cutting algorithm including plane cutting, bounding box cutting, ball cutting and contour surface cutting based on medical imaging three-dimensional reconstruction research. Experiment results indicate that the algorithms of this paper are practical and efficient, which can achieve favorable virtual cutting effect, and doctors can observe the internal information of human tissues more clearly by this way. By simple manual operation, users can do virtual cutting at any direction and location, and can do interactive operation on the reconstructed volume data, such as moving, zooming, rotating, locating. Our research is not only limited to interactive virtual cutting of human tissues, and further research will be focused on the research of the physical model of soft tissue. By simulating physical response to external force on human tissues, guarantee the third dimension of virtual operation as possible.
